Fuel cell technology can be traced back to 1839 when British scientist Sir William Grove discovered that it was possible to generate electricity by the reaction between hydrogen and oxygen gases. However, fuel cell still cannot compete with internal combustion engines although they have many advantages including zero carbon emissions. Fossil fuels are cheaper and present very high volumetric energy densities compared with the hydrogen gas. Furthermore, hydrogen storage as a liquid is still a huge challenge. Another important disadvantage is the lifespan of the fuel cell because of their durability, reliability and maintainability.
Introduction
A fuel cell is simple electro-chemical device as shown in Figure 1 , which converts chemical energy into electrical energy from a hydrogen fuel or hydrogenrich fuels [1] . A fuel cell basically consists of three main components: anode, cathode and electrolyte. The electrolyte, which is made of non-conductive ma-5 terials, allows charges to pass through and is sandwiched between catalytic electrodes, i.e., the anode and the cathode. Electricity is produced from the cathode to the anode, i.e., electrons flow from the anode to the cathode through an external circuit [2, 3] . Based on the materials used for the electrolyte, the anode and the cathode, there are many different types of fuel cells. Particularly 10 based on the non-conductive materials used for the electrolyte, fuel cells can be classified into alkaline fuel cell (AFC), proton exchange membrane fuel cell (PEMFC), direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC), phosphoric acid fuel cell (PAFC), molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC) and solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) [4, 5] .
An individual fuel cell typically delivers low voltages and high currents. Typ-15 ical voltage and current ranges are from 0.4 to 0.9V and from 0.5 to 1A/cm 2 respectively [6, 7] . For example, the fuel cell developed at the Sustainable Energy
Technology Centre, University of Hertfordshire, is reported to produce about 0.7V (after losses) and 0.6A/cm 2 [8] . In order to achieve a higher power output, the fuel cells need to be stacked together as shown in Figure 2 . Depending on 20 the power output and the applications, fuel cells come in various shapes and sizes [9] . Fuel cell has demonstrated to be an attractive alternative energy generation technology from hydrogen-rich fuels [2, 3, 5] . A fuel cell does not have any mechanical moving parts, but have high energy efficiency and zero emissions i.e., to deliver no pollution to the environment during operation. Hence, 25 there is a good potential for fuel cell to gradually replace internal combustion 2 (IC) engines in the future [10, 11] . Fuel cells are used in many applications, such as in aerospace and automotive vehicles, in small and large scale power generation plants, in portable power generators, in combined heat and power (CHP) generation, and in backup power applications [12] .
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PEMFC is the most suitable type of fuel cells for many applications because of their operating temperature range (between 20
• C and 100
• C) and quick response time compared with other types of fuel cells. Compared with high temperature fuel cells, PEMFC can be operated very quickly in lower temperature.
PEMFC materials cost is lower than that of a high temperature fuel cell. If hy-
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drogen is used as a fuel, lower temperature fuel cells are safer to use [5] . Hence hydrogen PEMFC is most suitable for portable power generators such as those used in spaceships or automotive vehicles [13, 14] . However, main drawbacks are the cost and the lifespan of fuel cell because of durability, reliability and maintainability issues associated with them [13, 15, 16] . So far, general life ex- 40 pectancy of a fuel cell is not up to the expectation in industries. For example, a typical life expectancy of the PEMFC is around 2500 hours, whereas transportation applications require at least 5000 hours and stationary applications require at least 40000 hours [17, 18] .
Health monitoring has been used in engineering systems for many years to 45 ensure performance, safety, availability and reliability [19, 20, 21, 22] . Generally speaking, sensors are used to monitor the operating conditions, performance and loading cycles. Anomalies and faults can be detected on time, hence avoiding otherwise unpredicted incidents, down time and fault propagation [23] . Typically, small faults in a part of the system may develop as a major fault, so 50 that ultimately the system may fail adversely. If the fault can be detected or predicted at an early stage, then the system can be scheduled to maintenance on time before the fault develops into something more serious [24] . Therefore, applying health monitoring techniques will be a definite advantage, not only for the safety reasons, but also for a considerable reduction of unscheduled mainte-55 nance costs. [25] .
Prognostics is an engineering process of diagnosing, predicting the remaining useful lifetime (RUL) and estimating the reliability of a system [26, 27, 28, 29] .
It has emerged in the last decade as one of the most efficient approaches in failure prevention, reliability estimation, RUL prediction of various engineering 60 systems and products [30, 31] . There are three different approaches to prognostics, namely (1) data driven approach, (2) model driven approach, and (3) fusion approach [26] . As prognostics can provide state-of-health (SOH) and RUL information of the fuel cell, the operation of the fuel cell can be optimised using an appropriate control strategy. Maintenance tasks can be scheduled, thus 65 reducing down time. Although prognostics was used in safety critical systems in early days, it is nowadays an integral part in many engineering systems, products and applications [26] . Hence application of Prognostics, along with health monitoring to PEMFC, can be used to improve the reliability, sustainability and maintainability (through evidence based decision making), reduce the life 70 cycle cost, and can also provide feedback to the design and validation process [32, 33, 34] . Health monitoring sensors can be used to monitor the important parameters such as precursor parameters and loading conditions [35] . Prognos- to diagnose failures well before they develop into a serious problems, and to
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provide information to control systems to automate contingency management [36, 37, 38] . Hence both health monitoring and prognostics can play a vital role in improving the durability, reliability, and maintainability of PEMFC system. This will help to overcome the main challenges faced by the PEMFC industry today.
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Although some developments have been reported in prognostics for PEMFC, more research needs to be done in the field. Development of prognostics for PEMFC has become a hot topic in the recent years as PEMFC has the potential of replacing the internal combustion engine in the future [39] . PEMFC is a very sensitive electrochemical device which involves heat transfer, charge 85 transport, electrochemical reaction and multi-phase flows, hence developing a prognostics methodology has become a complex and complicated process [17] .
Although a fuel cell has no mechanical moving parts, membrane electrode as- 
Prognostics
Prognostics is a technology used to monitor degradation in engineering sys-
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tems, predict when failure may occur, improve reliability, and provide a cost effective strategy for scheduled maintenance [40] . 3. Online Learning (Semi supervised/Unsupervised learning): Online learning is based on the assumption that a new system performance data represents the healthy system and that they do not fail for a certain period of time. This type of approach can also be called semi supervised or un-
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supervised learning as only healthy data or no reference data is available.
Reinforcement learning approach is also suitable for this strategy [56].
Model Driven Approach
The model driven approach uses mathematical equations that predict the physics governing failures and therefore is sometimes referred to as the Physics
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of Failure (PoF) approach. It requires knowledge of the failure mechanisms, geometry of the system, material properties and the external loads that are approach is based on the system/physics of failure model for which the health monitoring system will provide required sensor data. Once a fault is detected by feeding the sensor data into the model, the damage parameter is isolated and a damage is estimated. The damage trend will then be used to estimate the RUL [26] . 
Fusion Approach
The fusion approach is based on the advanced features of both the data driven and model based methods. This approach requires an accurate mathematical model of the system for the physics based failure approach, and enough historical data and knowledge of typical operational performance data, for the 210 data driven approach. The aim of the fusion approach is to overcome the limitations and disadvantages of both model and data driven approaches to estimate the remaining useful life [26] . Therefore, the accuracy of the fusion approach should be higher than both model and data driven approaches when used individually [26] , although for a real-time analysis it may not be suitable due to 215 the significant computational resources required. The fusion approach has been reported to be used in many applications before [26, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69] .
Applications of Prognostics to PEMFC
Although prognostics is used in many engineering systems and products including batteries [70, 71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77] , to assess the remaining useful 220 life and enhance the durability and reliability, prognostics is rarely discussed with respect to fuel cells. Jouin et al. (2013a Jouin et al. ( , 2013b ) discussed the benefits of applying the prognostics techniques to monitor the SOH and estimate the RUL of PEMFC, aiming at improving their durability and reliability, and hence extend their life spans [78, 79] . They also discussed layer approach (based on 225 different tasks) to prognostics and health management (PHM) and degradation mechanisms in these review papers. Lack of experimental and failure data, and complete models which incorporates all wear mechanisms were also reported as main challenges [78, 79] .
Most fuel cells need a health monitoring system in place to assess their per-230 formance. They are generally used to give early warnings or change the control strategy if an anomaly is detected in the performance variable or in any key monitoring parameter [23] . Sensors are used to monitor the parameters that need to be watched. Because a fuel cell is very sensitive to the supplied fuel, oxidant, external poisoning by introducing these elements into the fuel cell.
Accelerated testing under combined RH cycling and load cycling has been reported by Wu et al. (2014) . Under these conditions, severe chemical degradation was observed in the membrane using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) cross sectional images [114] . This approach was backed up with experimental data and results [126] . tance, charge transfer resistance, diffusion related time constant and membrane resistance (i.e. impedance) [129, 130] . It was found a correlation between the cathode flooding phenomenon and the diffusion resistance. It was also reported that impedance model parameters can be used to diagnose other degradation phenomena such as membrane drying, cathode drying, membrane degradation, 415 and anode poisoning. The current interruption method was shown to be easy to use as an in-situ health monitoring method [129, 130] . An implementation of continuous real-time impedance spectroscopy was carried out by Bethoux et al.
(2009) [131] . This work showed that small sinusoidal current of known amplitude and frequency could be sent into the fuel cell stack while it was operating.
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A low pass filter was proposed to retrieve the signal back from the fuel cell stack without any electrical disturbances to the load. Using the collected data, complex impedance can be estimated and equivalent Randles circuit parameters can be computed [131] .
Cooper and Smith (2006) electrical measurement of ohmic resistance of hydrogen PEMFC [132] . Fast EIS approach can also be used to assess the performance of PEMFC in the real time [133] . For this purpose chirp signal which frequency changed with time, was used. Fourier transformation and Wavelet Coherence techniques were used to analyse the output signal [133] . 
Temperature
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Temperature measurement of PEMFC is important for the safety purposes and for the health monitoring purposes. Thermal stability of the PEMFC is important for better performance [134] and long life. Hence most of real world PEMFC systems will have temperature monitoring components and the collected data will be used to control the fuel cell operation for optimum power 460 generation. Generally, temperature measurements are taken at multiple places which could be identified through numerical heat transfer simulations [135] . Location of these temperature measurements may vary with the structure of the stack, type of cooling i.e. water or air, size of the stack, material properties of fuel cell components, etc.
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Correlation between local temperature and local current density was observed by G. Zhang et al. (2010) and local temperature rises with the local current density with decreasing operating voltage. Hence temperature and current data can provide detailed information about the stack condition and can be used for prognostics and health monitoring of the fuel cell. 
Acoustic Emission Technique
Acoustic emission (AE) is the propagation of transient elastic waves in a solid medium, which are generated when the solid structure is subjected to irreversible changes such as crack or plastic deformation. Acoustic emission can be used to monitor deformation in the membrane due to the water contents. This also investigated electrochemical noise (EN) as a tool for the diagnosis of the PEMFC when it undergoes flooding and drying [137] . EN was increased during the drying of the fuel cell and also with current level.
Prognostics and RUL Estimation
A behavioural model suitable for PEMFC prognostics was developed by to each parameter that influences the lifetime [141] . Hence agreed definitions
for healthy and failed PEMFC should be established first. For example 0 -5% of power loss is good state of health (SOH), 5 -10% of power loss is acceptable SOH and more than 10% power loss can be taken as degraded SOH [141] .
This needs to be optimised and agreed by the manufacturers, system integra- 
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UKF were then developed for channel flooding and gas diffusion layer flooding [143] . Extended Kalman filter (EKF) were used to estimate the RUL based on load current [144, 145] . An empirical degradation model was built from experimental data and parameter analysis for this purpose. An inverse first-order [147] . Predictions from this particle filtering framework produced less errors compared with other particle filtering frameworks [148] . Particle filter approach based on polarization equa- could be used to estimate the RUL of the PEMFC [151] .
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Further work on particle filters has been reported by [152]. A global particle filter for power aging and three other particle filters were dedicated to specific parameters in the global filter. Unknown coefficients of the models had been estimated least square fitting to initialise all four particle filters. RUL predictions were within the 5% of error for a validation test of more 580 than 500 hours. Quantity of data was needed for learning reported as a major drawback i.e. more than 1100 hours of test data was needed for learning which is very high compared with the lifetime of a PEMFC system [152] .
An Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) was applied to the voltage drops caused by the degradation during normal operation of PEMFC 585 stacks by Silva et al. (2014) [153] . A data driven approach based on an Echo State Network (ESN) which uses of a dynamical neurons reservoir, was studied as a prognostics system enabling an estimation of the remaining useful life of a PEMFC by [154] . This work was also based on cell voltage. In particular, the mean cell voltage was used to forecast the degradation 590 of PEMFC [154] . ally less expensive and has been recommended that it could be easily integrated into the system to carried out real-time RUL estimation to reduce the maintenance cost [158] . An ensemble structure of SW-ELM with a new incremental learning scheme was applied to µCHP to estimate the SOH of the stack under variable load conditions for a a year [159] . A constraint based ensemble was proposed for real time prognostics of PEMFC [161] .
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As fuel cells are complex electrochemical devices and multiphysics systems, to drive a model from the first principle might be a difficult task. However, some research work has been carried out in order to model the PEMFC for the purpose of controlling and capturing their dynamic behaviour [111, 112, 162, 163, 164] .
Other researches were also reported on fuel cell modeling for the purpose of 630 prognostics and health monitoring of PEMFC to capture the fault based on the water flooding inside the fuel cell [143] and electrochemical surface area and membrane gas crossover [104] .
Conclusions
An overview of the current state-of-the-art on the fields of health monitoring 635 and prognostics on PEMFC systems was presented in this paper.
It was found that, although some important research works have already been reported on prognostics and estimation of the RUL of PEMFC stack systems, this field of knowledge is still at its early stage and needs a further significant development.
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One of the main problems today is related to the lack of test and failure data available. Hence, FMMEA of PEMFC is a subject that is not completely that needs to be studied. These parameters include vibration, temperature, flooding, CO poisoning, but there may be others. However, ALTs can be costly since these are destructive tests that must be carried out in a technology that 25 is still considerably expensive.
It is clear that this is an area that will receive much growing attention within 660 the following years, so there is an opportunity for researchers to develop this technology further and collaborate with industry partners to improve the overall life expectancy, efficiency and maintainability of PEMFC systems.
With the better understanding of FMMEA, failure models can then be further developed and integrated into a global model in order to achieve more 665 reliable prognostics' forecasts. Control system strategies for PEMFC can then be based on this global model in order to improve the life expectancy, efficiency and maintainability of PEMFC.
Collaboration between researchers, designers and manufacturers is therefore paramount for information and data to be shared with respect to health mon- 
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